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Capitalism, Jacobinism and International Relations - Eren Duzgun
2022-06-23
Revised version of the author's thesis (doctoral)--University of York,
2017, titled Property, state and geopolitics: re-interpreting the Turkish
road to modernity.
The Enchantments of Mammon - Eugene McCarraher 2019-11-12
Eugene McCarraher challenges the conventional view of capitalism as a
force for disenchantment. From Puritan and evangelical valorizations of
profit to the heavenly Fordist city, the mystically animated corporation,
and the deification of the market, capitalism has hijacked our intrinsic
longing for divinity, laying hold to our souls.
Reshaping Capitalism in Weimar and Nazi Germany - Moritz Föllmer
2022-02-03
Presents fresh approaches to the history of capitalism in the context of
Weimar and Nazi Germany.
Market Maoists - Jason M. Kelly 2021-05-11
Long before Deng Xiaoping’s market-based reforms, commercial
relationships bound the Chinese Communist Party to international
capitalism and left lasting marks on China’s trade and diplomacy. China
today seems caught in a contradiction: a capitalist state led by a
Communist party. But as Market Maoists shows, this seeming paradox is
nothing new. Since the 1930s, before the Chinese Communist Party came
to power, Communist traders and diplomats have sought deals with
capitalists in an effort to fuel political transformation and the restoration
of Chinese power. For as long as there have been Communists in China,
they have been reconciling revolutionary aspirations at home with
market realities abroad. Jason Kelly unearths this hidden history of
global commerce, finding that even Mao Zedong saw no fundamental
conflict between trading with capitalists and chasing revolution. China’s
ties to capitalism transformed under Mao but were never broken. And it
was not just goods and currencies that changed hands. Sustained contact
with foreign capitalists shaped the Chinese nation under Communism
and left deep impressions on foreign policy. Deals demanded mutual
intelligibility and cooperation. As a result, international transactions
facilitated the exchange of ideas, habits, and beliefs, leaving subtle but
lasting effects on the values and attitudes of individuals and institutions.
Drawing from official and commercial archives around the world,
including newly available internal Chinese Communist Party documents,
Market Maoists recasts our understanding of China’s relationship with
global capitalism, revealing how these early accommodations laid the
groundwork for China’s embrace of capitalism in the 1980s and after.
Empowering the People - Richard A. Horsley 2022-03-25
In this innovative study, Horsley builds on his earlier works concerning
the problematic and misleading categories of "magic" and "miracle" to
examine in-depth the meaning and importance of the narratives of
healing and exorcism in the Gospels. Incorporating his work on oral
performance and turning to important works in medical anthropology, a
new image emerges of how these narratives help us re-evaluate Jesus's
place in first-century Galilee and Judea. In his exorcisms and healings,
Jesus-in-interaction was empowering the villagers in their struggles for
renewal of personal and communal dignity in resistance to invasive
Roman rule.
Capitalist Nigger - Chika Onyeani 2000
Capitalist Nigger is an explosive and jarring indictment of the black race.
The book asserts that the Negroid race, as naturally endowed as any
other, is culpably a non-productive race, a consumer race that depends
on other communities for its culture, its language, its feeding and its
clothing. Despite enormous natural resources, blacks are economic
slaves because they lack the 'devil-may-care' attitude and the 'killer
instinct' of the Caucasian, as well as the spider web mentality of the
Asian. A Capitalist Nigger must embody ruthlessness in pursuit of
excellence in his drive towards achieve.
The Protestant Ethnic and the Spirit of Capitalism - Rey Chow 2002
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In late-capitalist Western society, cross-ethnic cultural transactions are
an inevitable daily routine. Yet, according to acclaimed cultural critic Rey
Chow, the notion of ethnicity as it is currently used is theoretically
ambivalent, confusing, indeed self-contradictory, straddling as it does an
uneasy boundary between a universalist rhetoric of inclusion on the one
hand, and actual, lived experiences of violence and intolerance on the
other. To drastically reconceptualize ethnicity in the contemporary
world, Chow proposes that it be examined in conjunction with Max
Weber's famous theory about the Protestant work ethic and capitalism,
which holds that secular belief in salvation often collaborates effectively
with the interpellation, disciplining, and rewarding of subjects
constituted by specific forms of labor. The charged figure that results
from such a collaboration, resonant with the economic, psychological,
and spiritual implications of the word "protest, " is what she refers to as
the protestant ethnic. Chow explores the vicissitudes of cross-ethnic
representational politics in a diverse range of texts across multiple
genres, including the writings of Georg Lukacs, Michel Foucault, Max
Weber, Jacques Derrida, Fredric Jameson, Etienne Balibar, Charlotte
Brontë, Garrett Hongo, John Yau, and Frantz Fanon; the films of Alfred
Hitchcock, Marguerite Duras, and Alain Resnais; and the cartoon
drawings of Larry Feign. Tracing out hauntingly familiar scenarios from
stereotyping and coercive mimeticism to collective narcissistic abjection,
the rise of white feminist racial power, and intraethnic ressentiment,
Chow articulates a series of interlocking critical dialogues that challenge
readers into hitherto unimagined ways of thinking about an urgent topic.
Industrial Eden - Brett Sheehan 2015-04-09
This study of the evolution of Chinese capitalism chronicles the Song
family of North China under five successive authoritarian governments.
Brett Sheehan shows both foreign and Chinese influences on private
business, which, although closely linked to the state, was neither a
handmaiden to authoritarianism nor a natural ally of democracy.
Capitalist Nigger - Chika Onyeani 2012-03-27
Capitalist Nigger is an explosive and jarring indictment of the black race.
The book asserts that the Negroid race, as naturally endowed as any
other, is culpably a non-productive race, a consumer race that depends
on other communities for its culture, its language, its feeding and its
clothing. Despite enormous natural resources, blacks are economic
slaves because they lack the ‘devil-may-care’ attitude and the ‘killer
instinct’ of the Caucasian, as well as the spider web mentality of the
Asian. A Capitalist Nigger must embody ruthlessness in pursuit of
excellence in his drive towards achieving the goal of becoming an
economic warrior. In putting forward the idea of the Capitalist Nigger,
Chika Onyeani charts a road to success whereby black economic
warriors employ the ‘Spider Web Doctrine’ – discipline, self-reliance,
ruthlessness – to escape from their victim mentality. Born in Nigeria,
Chika Onyeani is a journalist, editor and former diplomat.
Shell Petroleum Development Company, the State and
Underdevelopment of Nigeria's Niger Delta - Daniel A. Omoweh
2005
Cast away : for these reasons - Jo M. Sekimonyo 2018-04-14
Do we need an Economic Jihad? What can you say about the boring cockfights between Capitalism deities of our time? You should be as disgusted
as I am of these clown shows that chip away the substance of economic
disparity dialogues. I have left to the class of economist sloppy cerebral
sloths, to tiptoeing around of serious issues. Instead, you, the reader, and
I will be swimming against the torrent current. Chapter one through six
are exhibits of the case against the current status quo, Capitalism. And if
I see you on the other side of chapter seven, please hold my hand tightly
from chapter eight through ten. Take your time to digest chapter eleven
and get yourself prepared for a big slap to your face. On the closing
argument, chapter twelve follows through James Tobin's
recommendation: ”Good papers in economics contain surprises and
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stimulate further work.” Fifty Five Shades of Political Economy…. What
demon possessed me to write this book? Well after walking by, giving my
spare change to people blinded and asphyxiated by misery, in every
country I have been lucky or cursed to travel to, I asked myself
repeatedly, what else can I do?! I was tired of capitalist guardians'
buffoonery, angry of the so called Karl Mark reincarnation ineptness, and
tired of waiting for a superhero. I wrote this book to awake the general
public consciousness and put out there a thought provoking solution to
the global socio-economic plight. Stories about inequality have been told
on and on. Nevertheless, I decided to stir the debate onto a new path,
let's hope that I succeed. This book is for everyone who is fed up by the
status quo and has been let down by the lumpenintellectuals. Let me first
reassure most people who could be intimidated to pick up my book, once
they hear that it is a political economic book; it is easier to answer the
question of what my book is not about. There's no math nor graphs; I left
it to the economic druids the need of inflating their egos and any smart
asses who bamboozle the world with crazy theories that do not stand the
test of real life. My book is a case against the social economic status quo,
a roller-coaster ride through a volcanic ash cloud for all of us who have
been busted, bruised and despondent from the current dominant form of
economy: capitalism. And then, I hold the reader's hand into the new
21st century paradigm that changes everything. And right at the end, I
provide a real rabble-rousing solution. I can expect that the only
challenge in this book is the new terminology and concepts that I
introduce to the readers that they have to adjust to, such as Ethosism.
PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
Rotary International and the Selling of American Capitalism Brendan Goff 2021-07-06
A new history of Rotary International shows how the organization
reinforced capitalist values and cultural practices at home and tried to
remake the world in the idealized image of Main Street America. Rotary
International was born in Chicago in 1905. By the time World War II was
over, the organization had made good on its promise to Ògirdle the
globe.Ó Rotary International and the Selling of American Capitalism
explores the meteoric rise of a local service club that brought missionary
zeal to the spread of American-style economics and civic ideals. Brendan
Goff traces RotaryÕs ideological roots to the business progressivism and
cultural internationalism of the United States in the early twentieth
century. The key idea was that community service was intrinsic to a
capitalist way of life. The tone of Òservice above selfÓ was often
religious, but, as Rotary looked abroad, it embraced Woodrow WilsonÕs
secular message of collective security and international cooperation:
civic internationalism was the businessmanÕs version of the Christian
imperial civilizing mission, performed outside the state apparatus. The
target of this mission was both domestic and global. The Rotarian, the
organizationÕs publication, encouraged Americans to see the world as
friendly to Main Street values, and Rotary worked with US corporations
to export those values. Case studies of Rotary activities in Tokyo and
Havana show the group paving the way for encroachments of US
powerÑeconomic, political, and culturalÑduring the interwar years.
RotaryÕs evangelism on behalf of market-friendly philanthropy and
volunteerism reflected a genuine belief in peacemaking through the
worldÕs Òparliament of businessmen.Ó But, as Goff makes clear, Rotary
also reinforced American power and interests, demonstrating the tension
at the core of US-led internationalism.
Oligarchs and Oligopolies - Bruce Kapferer 2005-08-01
As corporate practices are becoming more fused with state processes,
the state itself is increasingly taking on a corporate structure, as well as
a more overt oligarchic character. Evidence of this can be seen in the
growing domination of political organizations and institutions by closeknit social groups (familial dynasties, closed associations, or personal
networks) that seek exclusive control over economic resources. These
new forms of state power that are emerging are not reducible to the
past, and the nation-state, as the essays in this volume show, is giving
way to a political-economic formation that has multiple state-like effects
and is able to act in ways systemic with deterritorializing global
processes. Exploring these processes in different concrete locations from
North America to Russia, West Africa, and Australia, the authors show
that current configurations of global, imperial, and state power cannot
be understood without examining their relation to formations of
oligarchic control. They bring us closer to an understanding of the ways
in which the nation-state is being transformed by globalization.
The Color of Money - Mehrsa Baradaran 2017-09-14
In 1863 black communities owned less than 1 percent of total U.S.
wealth. Today that number has barely budged. Mehrsa Baradaran
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pursues this wealth gap by focusing on black banks. She challenges the
myth that black banking is the solution to the racial wealth gap and
argues that black communities can never accumulate wealth in a
segregated economy.
Theory of the Gimmick - Sianne Ngai 2020-06-16
A provocative theory of the gimmick as an aesthetic category steeped in
the anxieties of capitalism. Repulsive and yet strangely attractive, the
gimmick is a form that can be found virtually everywhere in capitalism. It
comes in many guises: a musical hook, a financial strategy, a striptease,
a novel of ideas. Above all, acclaimed theorist Sianne Ngai argues, the
gimmick strikes us both as working too little (a labor-saving trick) and as
working too hard (a strained effort to get our attention). Focusing on this
connection to work, Ngai draws a line from gimmicks to political
economy. When we call something a gimmick, we are registering
uncertainties about value bound to labor and time—misgivings that
indicate broader anxieties about the measurement of wealth in
capitalism. With wit and critical precision, Ngai explores the
extravagantly impoverished gimmick across a range of examples: the
fiction of Thomas Mann, Helen DeWitt, and Henry James; photographs by
Torbjørn Rødland; the video art of Stan Douglas; the theoretical writings
of Stanley Cavell and Theodor Adorno. Despite its status as cheap and
compromised, the gimmick emerges as a surprisingly powerful tool in
this formidable contribution to aesthetic theory.
Capitalism, Alone - Branko Milanovic 2019-09-24
For the first time in history, the globe is dominated by one economic
system. Capitalism prevails because it delivers prosperity and meets
desires for autonomy. But it also is unstable and morally defective.
Surveying the varieties and futures of capitalism, Branko Milanovic
offers creative solutions to improve a system that isn’t going anywhere.
The Politics of Advanced Capitalism - Pablo Beramendi 2015-04-23
This book serves as a sequel to two distinguished volumes on capitalism:
Continuity and Change in Contemporary Capitalism (Cambridge, 1999)
and Order and Conflict in Contemporary Capitalism (1985). Both volumes
took stock of major economic challenges advanced industrial
democracies faced, as well as the ways political and economic elites dealt
with them. However, during the last decades, the structural environment
of advanced capitalist democracies has undergone profound changes:
sweeping deindustrialization, tertiarization of the employment structure,
and demographic developments. This book provides a synthetic view,
allowing the reader to grasp the nature of these structural
transformations and their consequences in terms of the politics of
change, policy outputs, and outcomes. In contrast to functionalist and
structuralist approaches, the book advocates and contributes to a 'return
of electoral and coalitional politics' to political economy research.
Capitalism As Civilisation - Ntina Tzouvala 2020-10-29
Methodologically and theoretically innovative, this monograph draws
from Marxism and deconstruction bringing together the textual and the
material in our understanding of international law. Approaching
'civilisation' as an argumentative pattern related to the distribution of
rights and duties amongst different communities, Ntina Tzouvala
illustrates both its contradictory nature and its pro-capitalist bias.
'Civilisation' is shown to oscillate between two poles. On the one hand, a
pervasive 'logic of improvement' anchors legal equality to demands that
non-Western polities undertake extensive domestic reforms and embrace
capitalist modernity. On the other, an insistent 'logic of biology'
constantly postpones such a prospect based on ideas of immutable
difference. By detailing the tension and synergies between these two
logics, Tzouvala argues that international law incorporates and attempts
to mediate the contradictions of capitalism as a global system of
production and exchange that both homogenises and stratifies societies,
populations and space.
Political Capitalism - Randall G. Holcombe 2018-07-19
Problems associated with cronyism, corporatism, and policies that favor
the elite over the masses have received increasing attention in recent
years. Political Capitalism explains that what people often view as the
result of corruption and unethical behavior are symptoms of a distinct
system of political economy. The symptoms of political capitalism are
often viewed as the result of government intervention in a market
economy, or as attributes of a capitalist economy itself. Randall G.
Holcombe combines well-established theories in economics and the
social sciences to show that political capitalism is not a mixed economy,
or government intervention in a market economy, or some intermediate
step between capitalism and socialism. After developing the economic
theory of political capitalism, Holcombe goes on to explain how changes
in political ideology have facilitated the growth of political capitalism,
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and what can be done to redirect public policy back toward the public
interest.
The Poverty of Capitalism - John Hilary 2013-10-22
Capitalist growth is widely heralded as the only answer to the crisis still
sweeping the global economy. Yet the era of corporate globalization has
been defined by unprecedented levels of inequality and environmental
degradation. A return to capitalist growth threatens to exacerbate these
problems, not solve them. In The Poverty of Capitalism, John Hilary
reveals the true face of transnational capital in its insatiable drive for
expansion and accumulation. He exposes the myth of "corporate social
responsibility" (CSR), and highlights key areas of conflict over natural
resources, labor rights and food sovereignty. Hilary also describes the
growing popular resistance to corporate power, as well as the new social
movements seeking to develop alternatives to capitalism itself. This book
will be essential reading for all those concerned with global justice,
human rights and equity in the new world order.
The capitalist mode of destruction - Costas Panayotakis 2021-02-09
The capitalist mode of destruction traces contemporary capitalism’s
economic, ecological and democratic crises. Combining insights from a
range of disciplines, including psychology, sociology and political
economy, Panayotakis interprets these crises as manifestations of a
previously unrecognized contradiction: over time, the benefits of
capitalism’s technological dynamism tend to decline even as its threats to
humanity and the planet continue to mount. To explain this
contradiction, the book analyzes the production and distribution of
surplus in capitalist societies and rethinks the concept of surplus itself.
Identifying the public sector and households as sites of production no
less important than the workplace, this book attributes capitalism’s
contradictions to working people’s lack of control over the surplus they
produce. This lack of control is undemocratic and threatens the planet.
Only a classless society, in which working people democratically
determine the size and use of the surplus they produce, can effectively
respond to our current predicament. Recognizing such a democratic
classless society as the essence of the communist ideal, the book argues
that, far from becoming obsolete, this ideal is ever more indispensable.
But since the necessity of this ideal does not guarantee its realization,
the book also investigates the conditions necessary for the formation of
an anti-capitalist alliance for social justice, democracy and ecological
sustainability.
Brahmin Capitalism - Noam Maggor 2017-01-01
Noam Maggor shows how the moneyed elite in Gilded Age Boston
leveraged their wealth to forge transcontinental networks of
commodities, labor, and transportation. With the decline of cotton-based
textile manufacturing, these gentleman bankers found new business
opportunities in the mines, railroads, and industries of the Great West.
Security/Capital - George S. Rigakos 2016-03-18
What is security, and what is its relationship to capitalism? George S.
Rigakos' explosive treatise charts the rise of the security-industrial
complex. Starting from a critical appraisal of 'productive labour' in the
works of Karl Marx and Adam Smith, Rigakos builds a conceptual model
of pacification based on practices of dispossession, exploitation and the
fetish of security commodities. Rigakos argues that a defining
characteristic of the global economic system is its ability to productively
sell (in)security to those it makes insecure. Materially and ideologically,
the security-industrial complex is the blast furnace of global capitalism,
fuelling the perpetuation of the system while feeding relentlessly on the
surpluses it has exacted.
African Population and Capitalism - Dennis D. Cordell 1994
A collection of 17 essays on the colonial era in Africa designed to
demonstrate to demographers the importance of historical and social
contexts in thinking about African populations, and to historians the
importance and complex role played by population changes in social and
economic changes. Two essays are in French. The 1987 edition sold out
quickly and was rarely seen and little known; the wider distribution and
lower price of the paper should prevent that fate overtaking the second.
Paper edition (unseen), $17.95. No index. Annotation copyright by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
China’s Crony Capitalism - Minxin Pei 2016-10-03
China’s efforts to modernize yielded a kleptocracy characterized by
corruption, wealth inequality, and social tensions. Rejecting conventional
platitudes about the resilience of Party rule, Minxin Pei gathers
unambiguous evidence that beneath China’s facade of ever-expanding
prosperity and power lies a Leninist state in an advanced stage of decay.
What Capitalism Needs - John L. Campbell 2021-09-02
From unemployment to Brexit to climate change, capitalism is in trouble
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and ill-prepared to cope with the challenges of the coming decades. How
did we get here? While contemporary economists and policymakers tend
to ignore the political and social dimensions of capitalism, some of the
great economists of the past - Adam Smith, Friedrich List, John Maynard
Keynes, Joseph Schumpeter, Karl Polanyi and Albert Hirschman - did not
make the same mistake. Leveraging their insights, sociologists John L.
Campbell and John A. Hall trace the historical development of capitalism
as a social, political, and economic system throughout the twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries. They draw comparisons across eras and
around the globe to show that there is no inevitable logic of capitalism.
Rather, capitalism's performance depends on the strength of nationstates, the social cohesion of capitalist societies, and the stability of the
international system - three things that are in short supply today.
The Crisis of Capitalist Democracy - Richard A. Posner 2010-03-31
Judge Posner continues to react to the current economic crisis and
reflect upon the impact on our views and reliance on capitalism. Posner
helps non-technical readers understand business-cycle and financial
economics, and financial and governmental institutions, practices, and
transactions, while maintaining a neutrality impossible for persons
professionally committed to one theory or another.
Foreign Investments in the United States - United States. Congress.
Senate. Committee on Commerce. Subcommittee on Foreign Commerce
and Tourism 1974
Is Capitalism Obsolete? A Journey through Alternative Economic Systems
- Giacomo Corneo 2017-10-17
Giacomo Corneo presents a refreshingly antidogmatic review of
economic systems, in the form of a fictional dialogue between a daughter
indignant about economic injustice and her father, a professor of
economics. They tour hypothetical systems in which production and
consumption obey noncapitalistic rules and test the systems’ economic
feasibility.
23 Things They Don't Tell You about Capitalism - Ha-Joon Chang
2011-01-02
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER "For anyone who wants to understand
capitalism not as economists or politicians have pictured it but as it
actually operates, this book will be invaluable."-Observer (UK) If you've
wondered how we did not see the economic collapse coming, Ha-Joon
Chang knows the answer: We didn't ask what they didn't tell us about
capitalism. This is a lighthearted book with a serious purpose: to
question the assumptions behind the dogma and sheer hype that the
dominant school of neoliberal economists-the apostles of the freemarkethave spun since the Age of Reagan. Chang, the author of the
international bestseller Bad Samaritans, is one of the world's most
respected economists, a voice of sanity-and wit-in the tradition of John
Kenneth Galbraith and Joseph Stiglitz. 23 Things They Don't Tell You
About Capitalism equips readers with an understanding of how global
capitalism works-and doesn't. In his final chapter, "How to Rebuild the
World," Chang offers a vision of how we can shape capitalism to humane
ends, instead of becoming slaves of the market.
The Licit Life of Capitalism - Hannah Appel 2019-12-13
The Licit Life of Capitalism is both an account of a specific capitalist
project—U.S. oil companies working off the shores of Equatorial
Guinea—and a sweeping theorization of more general forms and
processes that facilitate diverse capitalist projects around the world.
Hannah Appel draws on extensive fieldwork with managers and rig
workers, lawyers and bureaucrats, the expat wives of American oil
executives and the Equatoguinean women who work in their homes, to
turn conventional critiques of capitalism on their head, arguing that
market practices do not merely exacerbate inequality; they are made by
it. People and places differentially valued by gender, race, and colonial
histories are the terrain on which the rules of capitalist economy are
built. Appel shows how the corporate form and the contract, offshore rigs
and economic theory are the assemblages of liberalism and race,
expertise and gender, technology and domesticity that enable the licit
life of capitalism—practices that are legally sanctioned, widely
replicated, and ordinary, at the same time as they are messy, contested,
and, arguably, indefensible.
How Much Inequality Is Fair? - Venkat Venkatasubramanian 2017-08-08
Many in the United States feel that the nation’s current level of economic
inequality is unfair and that capitalism is not working for 90% of the
population. Yet some inequality is inevitable. The question is: What level
of inequality is fair? Mainstream economics has offered little guidance on
fairness and the ideal distribution of income. Political philosophy,
meanwhile, has much to say about fairness yet relies on qualitative
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theories that cannot be verified by empirical data. To address inequality,
we need to know what the goal is—and for this, we need a quantitative,
testable theory of fairness for free-market capitalism. How Much
Inequality Is Fair? synthesizes concepts from economics, political
philosophy, game theory, information theory, statistical mechanics, and
systems engineering into a mathematical framework for a fair freemarket society. The key to this framework is the insight that maximizing
fairness means maximizing entropy, which makes it possible to
determine the fairest possible level of pay inequality. The framework
therefore provides a moral justification for capitalism in mathematical
terms. Venkat Venkatasubramanian also compares his theory’s
predictions to actual inequality data from various countries—showing, for
instance, that Scandinavia has near-ideal fairness, while the United
States is markedly unfair—and discusses the theory’s implications for tax
policy, social programs, and executive compensation.
This Changes Everything - Naomi Klein 2014-09-16
Explains why the environmental crisis should lead to an abandonment of
"free market" ideologies and current political systems, arguing that a
massive reduction of greenhouse emissions may offer a best chance for
correcting problems.
Climate Change, Capitalism, and Corporations - Christopher Wright
2015-09-23
Climate change is one of the greatest threats facing humanity, a
definitive manifestation of the well-worn links between progress and
devastation. This book explores the complex relationship that the
corporate world has with climate change and examines the central role
of corporations in shaping political and social responses to the climate
crisis. The principal message of the book is that despite the need for
dramatic economic and political change, corporate capitalism continues
to rely on the maintenance of 'business as usual'. The authors explore the
different processes through which corporations engage with climate
change. Key discussion points include climate change as business risk,
corporate climate politics, the role of justification and compromise, and
managerial identity and emotional reactions to climate change. Written
for researchers and graduate students, this book moves beyond
descriptive and normative approaches to provide a sociologically and
critically informed theory of corporate responses to climate change.
Global Capitalism, Global War, Global Crisis - Andreas Bieler
2018-05-17
Addresses the internal relations of global capitalism, global war, global
crisis, connecting uneven and combined development, social
reproduction, and world-ecology to appeal to scholars and students alike.
A Failure of Capitalism - Richard A. Posner 2011-05-31
The financial and economic crisis that began in 2008 is the most
alarming of our lifetime because of the warp-speed at which it is
occurring. How could it have happened, especially after all that we've
learned from the Great Depression? Why wasn't it anticipated so that
remedial steps could be taken to avoid or mitigate it? What can be done
to reverse a slide into a full-blown depression? Why have the responses
to date of the government and the economics profession been so
lackluster? Richard Posner presents a concise and non-technical
examination of this mother of all financial disasters and of the, as yet,
stumbling efforts to cope with it. No previous acquaintance on the part of
the reader with macroeconomics or the theory of finance is presupposed.
This is a book for intelligent generalists that will interest specialists as
well. Among the facts and causes Posner identifies are: excess savings
flowing in from Asia and the reckless lowering of interest rates by the
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Federal Reserve Board; the relation between executive compensation,
short-term profit goals, and risky lending; the housing bubble fuelled by
low interest rates, aggressive mortgage marketing, and loose
regulations; the low savings rate of American people; and the highly
leveraged balance sheets of large financial institutions. Posner analyzes
the two basic remedial approaches to the crisis, which correspond to the
two theories of the cause of the Great Depression: the monetarist--that
the Federal Reserve Board allowed the money supply to shrink, thus
failing to prevent a disastrous deflation--and the Keynesian--that the
depression was the product of a credit binge in the 1920's, a stockmarket crash, and the ensuing downward spiral in economic activity.
Posner concludes that the pendulum swung too far and that our financial
markets need to be more heavily regulated. Read Richard Posner's blog,
and his latest article in The Atlantic.
Capital and Ideology - Thomas Piketty 2020
Thomas Piketty's Capital in the Twenty-First Century showed that
capitalism, left to itself, generates deepening inequality. In this
audacious follow-up, he challenges us to revolutionize how we think
about ideology and history, exposing the ideas that have sustained
inequality since premodern times and outlining a fairer economic system.
Capitalist Revolutionary - Roger E. Backhouse 2011-11-15
The 2008 recession restored Keynes to prominence. This account
elaborates the misinformation that led to his repeated resurrection and
interment since his death in 1946. Keynes was more open-minded about
capitalism than is commonly believed, and his nuanced views offer an
alternative to the polarized rhetoric evoked by the word “capitalism”
today.
Creating Modern Capitalism - Thomas K. McCraw 1998-01-02
What explains the national economic success of the United States,
Britain, Germany, and Japan? What can be learned from the long-term
championship performances of leading business firms in each country?
How important were specific innovations by individual entrepreneurs?
And in the end, what is the true nature of capitalist development? The
Pulitzer Prize–winning historian Thomas K. McCraw and his coauthors
present penetrating answers to these questions. Creating Modern
Capitalism is the first book to explain for a broad audience the
interconnections among technological innovation, management science,
the power of entrepreneurship, and national economic growth. The
authors approach each question from a comparative framework and with
a unique triple focus on national economic systems, particular
companies, and individual business leaders. Above all, the book focuses
on how specific entrepreneurs influenced the economic success of their
countries: Josiah Wedgwood and Henry Royce in Britain; August Thyssen
and Georg von Siemens in Germany; Henry Ford, Alfred Sloan, and the
two Thomas J. Watsons in the United States; Sakichi Toyoda, Masatoshi
Ito, and Toshifumi Suzuki in Japan. The product of a three-year
collaborative effort at the Harvard Business School, the book combines
cutting-edge scholarship with a finely tuned sense of the art of
management. It will engage general readers as well as those with a
special interest in entrepreneurship and the evolution of national
business systems.
Imagined Futures - Jens Beckert 2016-06-07
Consumers, investors, and corporations orient their activities toward a
future that contains opportunities and risks. How do these actors assess
uncertainty? Jens Beckert adds a new chapter to the theory of capitalism
by showing how fictional expectations drive modern economies—or
throw them into crisis when imagined futures fail to materialize.
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